ABSTRACT 5G is expected to be the wireless communications technology in future smart city applications. Filter bank multicarrier employing offset quadrature amplitude modulation (FBMC/OQAM) technology is considered as a candidate transmission scheme for 5G. However, because of intrinsic interference, the commonly used channel estimation (CE)-based on preamble structure schemes in FBMC/OQAM systems are poor in CE performance, especially in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. By exploiting the sparse nature of wireless channels, CE was developed as a problem of compressed sensing signal reconstruction. In this paper, a sparse CE approach for MIMO-FBMC/OQAM systems is presented. The proposed algorithm can realize accurate reconstruction of the channel by adaptively selecting the support set. The regularization process is also exploited to realize the second selecting of supporting atoms, although the channel sparsity is not given previously. The experimental results demonstrate that the compressed sensing approach for CE outperforms the conventional preamble CE method. The proposed CE approach is an effective CE method for the MIMO communication system. INDEX TERMS MIMO, FBMC/OQAM, smart city, sparse channel estimation.
a novel preamble structure, which can be utilized to promote the CE performance for FBMC/OQAM systems.
MIMO technology is one of the key techniques in 5G mobile wireless networks. It was shown in [19] that applying MIMO technique to FBMC/OQAM is becoming mature. The superiority and gains of MIMO processing can be used by FBMC/OQAM. Some researchers have conducted the CE studies for MIMO-FBMC/OQAM communications. In [20] , IAM preamble variants were considered, and the relative advantages and practical problems of their MIMO extensions were studied. By selecting a corresponding Hadamard transform matrix, the extended MIMO preamble structure can be designed. Besides, a preamble CE method with reduced overhead for the MIMO system was proposed in [21] . Hu et al. [22] put forward an efficient CE method based training sequences. What's more, Wang et al. [23] proposed a MIMO preamble structure with interference cancellation for CE. The proposed MIMO structure exploited the symmetry pattern of preamble and the effect of interference weights in the MIMO preamble is also considered. Simulation results verified the superiority of the proposed MIMO preamble structure. However, it has been proved [24] that CE method of FBMC/OQAM systems based on the preamble structure is inefficient because it is hard to completely avert the inherent interference, and the utilization of preamble reduces the spectral efficiency.
Many studies are devoted to improving the CE performance for FBMC/OQAM systems. An attractive approach is the recent research hotspot-compressive sensing (CS) [25] , [26] , in which the wireless channels exhibit sparse multipath structures in practice and CE is developed as a CS signal reconstruction problem. What's more, direction of arrival estimation [27] for radar is also exploited as CS signal reconstruction problem. A lot of CE based CS methods and direction of arrival estimation for MIMO radar has been proposed in recent years [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, there is very little literature on the compressive sensing CE of the FBMC/OQAM communication system. In [33] , by using the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm, an IAM preamble structure for SISO-FBMC/OQAM channel estimation was first studied. The results showed that CS approach provides significant performance improvement over the traditional preamble structure approach. Liu et al. [34] proposed a new CS-based CE method, which can reduce the pilots in the SISO-FBMC/OQAM system preamble structure. Besides, a scattered pilots CS-based CE method was proposed by utilizing the sparsity of wireless channel in [35] . The proposed CS method can reduce the pilots over head significantly and realize the highly accurate channel estimation. For most of the greedy CS algorithms, channel sparsity level is generally given as a priori information. But, in practice, the channel sparsity is not known prior. In [36] , based on CS, the authors proposed a sparse adaptive regularized compressed sensing CE method for SISO-FBMC/OQAM systems. What's more, a CS-based approach was presented for the MIMO system in [37] , which was effective and low complexity.
It should be pointed out that the research was concerned about restraining the influence of multi-antenna technology for efficient CE in the MIMO system. However, only few studies on compressed sensing CE in the MIMO system can be found at present stage.
In this paper, the compressed sensing CE approach of the MIMO-FBMC/OQAM communication in smart city application is studied by exploiting channel sparsity characteristics. More specifically, an effective CE approach is presented for the MIMO system. As far as i know, a sparse adaptive CE scheme for the MIMO system has not yet been researched. The superiority of the proposed method is that the priori channel sparse information is not required. In addition, regularization and backtracking mechanism are considered in the proposed algorithm. Compared with preamble structure CE method, the sparse CS method can achieve significant performance improvement. I want to show that the potential of the adaptive sparse CE approach is a high performance CE method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the MIMO system model and the preamble CE method are presented. In Section III, a sparse adaptive CE method is proposed for MIMO-FBMC/QOAM systems. The simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V shows the conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. MIMO-FBMC/OQAM SYSTEM
Consider a N t × N r MIMO system, and Fig.1 shows the system model. The baseband transmitted signal over the n t th branch in general form can be given as
with d n t m,n the real valued OQAM symbols, the even number of subcarriers is N , and the synthesis basis function is g m,n (t), which is obtained by using the prototype function g(t) shown as
where the OFDM symbol duration is T 0 , and the time offset between the real and imaginary parts of the OQAM symbol is τ 0 . F 0 = 1/T 0 = 1/2τ 0 is the subcarrier spacing and φ m,n denotes an additional phase term. The double subscript (.) m,n denotes the (m, n)-th frequency-time (FT) point, the subcarrier index is m, and the OQAM symbol time index is n, respectively. The relevant subcarrier functions g m,n are orthogonal in the real domain, with
where (·) denotes the real-part of a complex number, and δ is the Kronecker delta, with δ m,m 0 = 1 if m = m 0 and VOLUME 6, 2018
It should be pointed out that there always exists a pure imaginary inter-carrier interference at the output of analysis filter bank. Therefore, the weights of interference is given as
where g m,n g m 0 ,n 0 , for (m, n) = (m 0 , n 0 ), is a pure imaginary term. The received signal on the n r th receive antenna is given below
where n r denotes the receive antenna, and n t denotes the transimit antenna.h n r ,n t m,n (t, τ ) denotes the channel impulse response at (m, n). H n r ,n t m,n (t) is the complex response of the channel at instant t. Generally, the sub-channels are assumed to be constant for the duration of the prototype length, therefore, it can be obtain that H n r ,n t m,n (t) = H n r ,n t m,n .
B. PREAMBLE BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION
When the output is on the n r th receive antenna at the (m 0 , n 0 ), noise is eliminated, the singal is represented as
where h n r ,n t m 0 ,n 0 is channel frequency response at (m 0 , n 0 ) between (n t th,n r th) transmit antenna and receive antenna.
Generally, considering that only the first-order neighborhood 1,1 of a given FT point (m 0 , n 0 ) causes the interference. 1 
With the increasing of m 0 and n 0 , g m 0 ,n 0 m,n is close to zero. Rewrite (8) as
where the noise is not considered, and c
is the virtual transimtted symbol at (m 0 , n 0 ),with u n t m 0,n 0 is the imaginary interference from the neigboring FT point. d n t m 0 ,n 0 being the real valued OQAM symbol, H n r ,n t m 0 ,n 0 is the channel response. Therefore, the MIMO model in the form of the matrix is given below
where
and
is the MIMO channel frequency response matrix. c m 0 ,n 0 = d m 0 ,n 0 + ju m 0 ,n 0 is the equivalent transmission symbol vector form of MIMO-FBMC/OQAM system, where
For a N r × N t spatial multiplexing MIMO system, at least N t number of nonzero pilot symbols are needed to estimate the channel frequency response matrix. Fig.2 shows the IAM-C preamble structure [23] , with N t = N r = 2. In Section IV, the IAM-C preamble structure is adopted in LS scheme. 
For MIMO systems with good TFL characteristic prototype filters, the inherent interference is mainly generated by the first order FT neighbors, and it can be found that 
where A is the orthogonal matrix, with A = 1 1 1 −1 .
As in the SISO case, the pilot c m 0 can be pre-calculated. Therefore, the channel frequency response matrix at the subcarrier m 0 can be estimated by the following formulâ
III. SPARSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION A. CS THEORY FOR MIMO CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Compressive sensing theory [24] , [25] pointed out that a K -sparse signal h can be stably re-establised as
where, the mearsurement matrix is X with M × N , and M N .η denotes the noise. X satisfies the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), for all K -sparse signal h
where δ K ,with 0 < δ K < 1, denotes the RIP parameter. The received signal in (5) in Section II can be given as
and H n r ,n t denotes the channel frequency response,with H n r ,n t = F NL h n r ,n t . L is the channel length, and F NL is the N × L discrete Fourier Transform matrix. η n r denotes a N × N dimension noise matrix, which has zero mean and σ 2 variance. In the FBMC/OQAM system, the preamble sequence is superimposed on the data. Obviously, there are preamble pilot signals on all sub-carriers. For easy of analysising and understanding, P is set as the number of pilots, and ϕ is a P × N pilot selection matrix, with ϕ = e s 1 , e s 2 , . . . , e s P . From total N subcarriers, ϕ selects the pilots position. s i (i = 1, 2, . . . , P) denotes the position of ith pilot. Rewrite equation (16) as
where R n r P = ϕR n r is the received pilot signal. Set the LS estimation channel values as R n r P . η P = ϕη n r . X n t P denotes a diagonal matrix, with X n t P = ϕX n t ϕ T , and the diagonal elements are pilot values,F P = ϕF NL .
Converting (17) to
where F = X n t P F p , and h n r ,n t is multipath channel impulse response, R n r P and F are available during the transmission process, then h n r ,n t can be recovered by the CS recovery algorithm.
Considering all the receiving antennas, equation (18) can be given by
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B. PROPOSED SPARSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Over the past decade, many CS recovery algorithms have been studied. Compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) algorithm can provide an efficiency reconstruction performance, but needs the prior sparsity knowledge. Sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SAMP) algorithm does not require the signal sparsity as a priori information, but evaluates the sparsity of source signal through iteration. Inspired by the advantages of these two kinds of algorithms, a sparse adaptive associated with regularized processing CE method is proposed.
In the proposed algorithm, the selected atoms can be automatically adjusted in iteration process to reconstruct the unknown sparse signal. What's more, the backtracking principle is used to reconstruct part of the information of target signal. At the same time, regularization is also applied. The symbol description and basic steps of the algorithm are shown below:
Symbol Description: In the following flow, K denotes the sparsity, r represents the residual, s is initial step size, and it indicates the number of iterations.ĥ is estimation of h, φ represents an empty set, I and J is the index value at each iteration. j denotes the jth column of the measurement matrix , and , denotes the inner product. . represents of the norm, and arg min f (x) is the set of all arguments x that causes the function f (x) to get its minimum value.
Input: , y, s Output: a K -sparseĥ Where, the initial step size should be smaller than the reality sparse K until to the final stage.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, some channel estimation methods are simulated and compared for the MIMO-FBMC/OQAM communication systems. In the simulations, a 2x2 MIMO-FBMC/ OQAM system is considered. The BER and MSE are utilized to evaluate the simulation performance.
is adopted in simulations. The pedestrian A (PA) and extended pedestrian A (EPA) channels are used for simulation, which including four and seven channel taps, respectively. 4QAM is adopted, and the subcarrier number is N=256. Square root raised cosine (SRRC) filter is utilized. The length of filter is 4T 0 , and the roll off factor of the filter is 1. ZF equalizer is used. Extended IAM-C preamble structure is adopted for LS method. 3 gives the original and estimated delay profiles of Pedestrian A channel. The proposed CE algorithm can detect the four multipath channels, with SNR=8 dB. The delay value of each multipath and the relative power of each multipath can be accurately estimated by the presented scheme. This indicates that the presented scheme can accurately estimate the multipath in the MIMO systems. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 depict the performance comparisons of BER and MSE under PA channel, respectively. Careful observation shows that the proposed method can supply attractive result in the five schemes in both the BER and MSE performance. From Fig. 4 , it can be found that the CS-based CE methods outperform conventional LS method, and the CS approach gains a significant BER improvement compared to LS method. It could be seen from the enlarged diagram that CoSaMP achieves the best performance than other four methods in the whole SNR range considered. When the value of BER is about 10 2 , our proposed method can obtain about 3 dB performance improvement compared with SAMP. The proposed method performs slightly better than OMP. In Fig. 5 , it can be observed that the three approaches, OMP, CoSaMP and our proposed method, have very close MSE values. The three methods gradually reach an error floor. CoSaMP still outperforms other five methods. The proposed method is slightly worse than CoSaMP, but its performance is better than OMP and SAMP. This is because of the fact that a backtracking principle similar in CoSaMP algorithm is utilized in our proposed method to reconstruct part information of target signal in iterations. It should be pointed out that our proposed scheme offers performance comparable to CoSaMP method without sparse prior channel knowledge and surpasses the traditional sparse adaptive method. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present the results for the performance comparisons of BER and MSE under the Extended PA channel scenario. Results show a well performance of our presented scheme compared to the other four schemes. CS approach still outperforms LS approach in both BER and MSE performance.
In Fig.6 , it can be observed that the performance of the overall BER curves is worse than that shown in Fig. 4 . By comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 4 , evidently, these five methods have better CE performance in the case of fewer multipath PA channel. Our presented scheme still can offer better BER performance than LS, OMP and SAMP. The proposed method can provide approximate BER values similar to CoSaMP method without sparse prior knowledge of the channel.
In Fig. 7 , the curves of OMP, CoSaMP and our proposed method are very close. The proposed method has a similar MSE performance to OMP, and the CoSaMP method performs slightly better than the proposed method. It can also be found that, compared with other five methods, the MSE performance gain of our proposed method is significantly smaller than that shown in Fig. 5 . With the number of multipath increased, the error floor effect of the MSE is more evident. In EPA channel scenario, the performance degradation of the presented scheme is more significant.
Through the above simulation analysis, it is validated that compressive sensing CE method promotes the performance in the MIMO system. The proposed method gives well performing in the two channel scenarios considered. When selecting PA channel scenario, the strength of the proposed method is more obvious.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an adaptive sparse CE method is presented for the MIMO-FBMC/OQAM system in smart city applications. The conventional LS based IAM-C preamble structure CE method is given. IAM-C, OMP, CoSaMP and SAMP methods are used for simulation comparison. From simulation results, it can be obtained that the proposed scheme can offer better performance than the traditional schemes, and the proposed sparse CE approach is an effective CE method.
